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- Summary -

The paper briefly describes the evolution, the present

situation and the next activities on the design of high

temperature components of the DEBENELUX prototype fast

breeder reactor SNR-300 with particular regard to the

design criteria.

Elastic structural analyses are performed for the basic

design of the components and are supplied by the manu-

facturer. In agreement with the Safety Experts simplified

and/or detailed inelastic analyses of the critical areas

are supplied by the prime contractor of the plant.

The elastic computations are evaluated on the basis of a

set of design rules derived from ASME Code Case Inter-

pretation 1331-4 but with more conservative limits, and

the inelastic ones on the basis of the ASME Code Case

Interpretation 159 2.

1- Construction of the SNR-300 and Authorization Procedure

in Germany

The DeBenelux prototype LMFBR SNR-300 is being constructed

in KALKAR on the Rhein, close to the German-Dutch frontier.

The project manager is the association INB, whose members

are: INTERATOH (70 %, Germany), MERATOOM (15 %, Holland),

BELGONUCLEAIRE (15 %, Belgium). The owner is SBK, an

association of the electric supply companies of the three

involved countries.

Since the SNR-300 is situated on the German territory,

the authorization to build and operate the plant by the

responsible ministry of the concerned state is required.

The technical evaluation of the plant is performed by

Safety Experts Groups of TÜV at state level and (rela-
(2)

tively to basic safety problems) by RSK at federal
level on behalf of the corresponding ministries.

Recommendations of RSK to the federal ministry return as

instructions to the prime contractor through the state

ministry. The prime contractor has to demonstrate to the

Safety Experts that these instructions have been complied

with and that all the necessary computations meet the

recognized rules.

2- Design Criteria

At present there are no mandatory design-rules specifically

for nuclear components in Germany. Therefore the designers,

the manufacturers and the Safety Experts decided to take

the ASME-Code Sect. Ill as a basis for the design of

structures not experiencing temperatures and loading con-

ditions in the creep range. Difficulties associated with

the choice of the allowable stress-limits for the German

steels were overcome by considering the most conservative

values resulting from the American prescriptions and the

German ones for non-nuclear structures.

The establishment of design criteria for high temperature

components had a particular evolution parallel to the

different editions of the Code Case Interpretation.

At the beginning the stress limits of Code Case 1331-4,

particularly those related to secondary stresses, seemed

to be not enough conservative. Therefore more severe limits

were discussed with the Safety Experts at the time of the

edition of the first Safety Report and established as a
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basis for the structural design. The following edition of

the Code Case 1331-5, even if recommended by the Safety

Experts, could not be employed mostly because of

- lack of inelastic analysis capability

- lack of many material data

- lack of familiarity with these rules

- uncertainties on some failure criteria.

Then an agreement was achieved with the Safety Experts for

a temporary complex of rules to be applied to the design

of SNR-300 components on an elastic computation basis.

The Safety Experts however put the restriction of possible

further analytical evidence, in particular the performance

of detailed inelastic analyses in selected critical zones.

The most important points of this complex of rules are:

- classification of stresses

- primary stress limits according to Code Case 1331-6

- primary stress and secondary stress range

less or equal to 1,5 (Sm(Tmax) + St(Tmax))

where Tmax is the highest experienced temperature

- demonstration of compliance with primary stress and

secondary stress range limits also for emergency con-

ditions for class 1 components

- for the short-time loading caused by the hypothetic Bethe-

Tait accident, considered as Faulted Condition, membrane

equivalent strain less or equal 11 %.

A comparison of the allowable stress limits S and St of

the German austenitic steel 1.4948 and the AISI 304 shows

that the values determined on the basis of the German data

and criteria are considerably below those ones of the Code

Case. For instance, at T = 1050 °F, the values of S (ksi)

1 104 105 2-1O5 3-1O5

10,4 10,4 9,8 (7,8) 7,1 (5,7)

13,6 12,2 8,7 7,3

The values in parentheses result from considering the

minimum values of the creep-rupture strength. Per definition

these are 20 % smaller than the average values. The re-

are:
t (h)

Smt
S mt

(1.4948)

(304)

markable decrease of the 2.10 hours value is due to the

requirement of the Safety Experts to account for the extra-

polation uncertainties.

As far as the evaluation of the results of inelastic

analyses are concerned, no criteria other than those

included in Code Case 1592 are expected to be applied

in the near future. The reason is that until now no

sufficient contribution has resulted from the supporting

experimental work and that the Safety Experts are very

cautious in approving new rules so that the application

of such rules is delayed considerably.

3- Situation of the Structural Analyses

As already mentioned, it was agreed with the Safety Experts

to base the development of the SNR-300 components on an

elastic structural analyses. This could be accomplished

not without difficu._ties because not all the manufacturers

had adequate computational capabilities to carry out

elastic analyses in the necessary extent and quality as

required by a "Design by Analyses". For the prime con-

tractor then it was indispensable to consolidate his

structural analyses department and to cooperate with

foreign firms.

After examination of the elastic analyses the Safety Experts

will decide the extent of the detailed inelastic analyses

to be performed. An establishment of this extent on the

designer's own responsibility, like in USA, is not possible.

Since that represents a severe schedule risk for the plant

operation, the prime contractor decided recently to perform

some inelastic analyses which within measurable space of

time permit an assessment of the structural integrity of

the components for their estimated life. These detailed

inelastic analyses, preceded as far as possible by

simplified approaches, are going to be carried out for

the most critical areas of the primary system components.
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4- Theoretical Development Activities

Works on theoretical developments are running with the

purpose to provide the necessary tools for high temperature

structural design. These works are concerned mostly with

design criteria and with the development and qualification

of an own inelastic analyses program.

The computer Code is a two-dimensional, finite element

program (with 6 nodes triangular elements) with elastic-

plastic-creep capability. For the inelastic part all the

recommendations from ORNL are at present being implemented,

but the possibility is left to account for further new

development in the description of the inelastic material

behaviour.

The activity "Design Criteria" is centered principally on

a review of the presently available design criteria, on

their experimental and theoretical backgrounds, and, if

the case, on the establishment of more adequate rules.

The major concern is related to design rules guarding

against the high temperature failure mode due to creep

ratcheting and creep fatigue interaction.

5- Conclusions

It was shown that to assess the structural integrity of

the SHR-300 components operating at high temperature the

Code Case 1592 is taken as a basis.

The different situation relative to the establishment of

the extent of inelastic analyses, namely

- in the USA on the designer's own-responsibility

- in Germany mostly as prescription of the Safety Experts,

the difficulties to employ the material data of the Code

Case and the use of some more conservative limits result

on remarkably higher costs, but probably also in a more

conservative design. It is to be hoped that the experience

gained with the SNR-300 together with the development of

own qualified computational tools and more adequate design

criteria relative to the time dependent material behaviour

will contribute to bringing the structural design of the

following LMFBR plants also to a high standard of economy,

in addition to that of safety and reliability.
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Introduction

Analysis o£ piping systems by finite element methods using detailed constitutive
laws »nd load histories has now become n feasible as well as a theoretical
possibility. Development of such methods has reached the stage where the piping
analyst may choose an element appropriate to the nature of the problem. Thus
doubly curved thin shell elements are available for in depth studies of individual
components whilst elements composed of thin shells of revolution adapted to cope
with the combined leading of elbows are on hand for an analysis of partial system!).
While the latter procedure offers cost benefits over the former both are still too
expensive for use in routine design calculations. In fact drawing an analogy from
elastic piping analysis the degree of specialisation necessary to implement and
interpret the results of a finite element method make it unlikely, even without
the financial limitations, to become an acceptable piping design procedure. However
simpler rationalised approaches are available. The two studied in this paper require
computing times several orders of magnitude less than the finite element method and
yet retain the essential features of piping relaxation stress fields. One of the
approaches considered Is possibly the simplest of all and is that proposed by
Kachanov(i). The presented results show that when compared with the more technically
based superposition of states flexibility procedure proposed by Spence'^) the
Kachanov approach can usefully be used in a preliminary survey to filter out those
designs which are prone to elastic follow up. Such designs can then be reassessed
using the flexibility method with recourse only being made to finite element methods
in exceptional circumstances or for the establishment of bench mark calculations.

Approximate methods of analysis

One of the rationalised procedures considered In this paper is a flexibility analysis
based upon the principle of superposition of states together with creep flexibility
factors for elbows as developed in the work of Spence^3), Currently the range of
application of such factors for elbows Is being extended by Spence and Boyle who
have provided a method for handling uncoupled in- and out-of-plane creep bending
effectsCM as well as an .inalysi.1» of the nteady creep of a thin tube under
combined loading^). For full generality such flexibility methods should be
applicable to three-dimensional multibranch systems and this therefore creates a
need for flexibility factors for tees, nozzles, anchors, reducers, etc under
combined load conditions. As a possible interim procedure pending the development
of a fuller three-dimensional creep flexibility analysis an alternative simplified
method due to Kachanov'^' has been investigated. This method relies only upon the
known elastic solution together with the appropriate generalised creep law for the
material.

A principal feature of Kachanov's method for relaxation calculations is its
generality which is due to the assumption that all stresses in the system will relax
in the s.ime manner. That is the stress field at some time t is simply the initial
stress field multiplied by a function of time.

,y,z; t) = p(t) (1)

The superscript o in equation (1) refers to the initial elastic stress field and
p(t) is a monotonic decreasing function of time. Stress distributions due to primary
loads cannot be described in such a fashion and this therefore provides a natural
limitation on the applicability of the method. Thus the stress fields being


